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For the past few decades, the use of renewable energy sources for power production has been increasing. Europe aims at producing most of its electricity through renewable energy sources by 2050, lowering greenhouse gas emissions significantly as a consequence.\textsuperscript{1} Solar and wind energy have already acquired the status of matured technologies for renewable electricity production.\textsuperscript{2–4} The larger shares of electricity from these fluctuating sources require efficient electricity storage technologies. Some of the examples of such available storage technologies are compressed air, batteries and flywheels.\textsuperscript{5} In this context, fuel cells and electrolysis cells become interesting for both, energy production and storage. Especially, high temperature electrolysis using solid oxide electrolysis cells (SOECs) has gained significant interest, owing to its high electrical efficiency, up to 100%. To perform electrolysis using SOEC at thermoneutral voltage, i.e. the voltage where no additional heat is required for the electrolysis reaction, both, the fuel cell and oxygen electrode, with an additional contribution from fuel electrode in galvanostatic testing. Microstructural analysis also confirmed the degradation of the active fuel electrode.

The motivation of using SOECs in the context of PL and PtG solutions is due to its high electrical efficiency, up to 100%. To perform electrolysis operation, the required energy is provided partly by the high temperature operation of SOEC and the remainder is provided by electricity.\textsuperscript{5,9} While operating SOEC in co-electrolysis mode, syngas is produced which can be further converted downstream into various forms of gas or liquids through fuel production from syngas.\textsuperscript{2,6–8}

The motivation of using SOECs in the context of PL and PtG solutions is due to its high electrical efficiency, up to 100%. To perform electrolysis operation, the required energy is provided partly by the high temperature operation of SOEC and the remainder is provided by electricity.\textsuperscript{5,9} While operating SOEC in co-electrolysis mode, syngas is produced which can be further converted downstream into various forms of gas or liquids through fuel production from syngas.\textsuperscript{2,6–8}

In this study, the cells have been tested for thousands of hours under different current density and voltage conditions. Post-test SEM analysis was carried out to analyze the microstructural changes after long-term testing. Both electrochemical and microstructural analyses were used to identify the detailed degradation mechanisms in both modes.

Experimental

Three SOECs from HTcercamix consisting of a Nickel-Ytrria Stabilized Zirconia (Ni-YSZ) fuel electrode, YSZ electrolyte and lanthanum strontium cobaltite ferrite-gadolinium doped ceria (LSCF-GDC) composite oxygen electrode were tested under co-electrolysis conditions (H2O+CO2) conditions. The aim in this study was to compare the SOEC durability under co-electrolysis conditions between galvanostatic and potentiostatic modes. Specifically, the cells were operated at 0.75 A/cm\(^2\) (galvanostatic) and at 1.2 V (potentiostatic) at 750 °C for over 1000 hours. In both modes, a larger degradation was observed initially for the first 200 hours of testing, followed by a more stable performance over longer operating times. Interestingly, there was a difference in trends of serial and polarization resistances’ evolution. In galvanostatic mode of operation, both increased while for potentiostatic mode only the polarization resistance increased over time. The difference of the degradation was attributed to the overpotentials being experienced by the cells in the respective modes. Trends of the area specific resistance (ASR) and detailed electrochemical analysis of the performance of the cell under durability conditions for both modes indicated that the degradation was due to both the fuel electrode and the oxygen electrode.
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700 °C and 650 °C. At each temperature, i-V characterization and EIS measurements were performed with either air or O2 supplied to the oxygen electrode. The steam content was varied as 4%, 20%, 50%, 80% and 90% with H2 on the fuel electrode. Furthermore, characterization in co-electrolysis gas mixture was carried out with 40% H2O+50% CO2+10% H2, 45% H2O+45% CO2+10% H2 and 65% H2O+25% CO2+10% H2 supplied to the fuel electrode compartment. EIS measurements during fingerprint were carried out at zero DC current using a Solartron 1255 frequency analyzer and an external shunt resistor in series with the cell. The spectra were recorded from 96850 to 0.08 Hz with 12 points per decade and were corrected using the short circuit impedance response of the test setup. A short-circuit impedance response for compensation of EIS was measured without the short circuit resistance (Rs) was taken as the value of the real part of the impedance at 96850 Hz. Typically the Rs is obtained from the intercept on the cell test house inside the furnace, which is not identical in all the tests. From the impedance spectra, the ohmic resistance (serial resistance, Rs) was taken as the value of the real part of the impedance at 96850 Hz. Typically the Rs is obtained from the intercept of the Z’-axis, however, as previously reported by Sun et al., the calculation of Rs as done in this work provides a more correct value. The difference between the intercept and this value is very small. The polarization resistance (Rp) was then calculated as the difference in the real part of the impedance at 96850 Hz and 0.08 Hz. EIS measurements during durability tests were carried out at 0.75A/cm2 for galvanostatic operation and at 1.2 V during potentiostatic operation with a frequency range of 96850 kHz to 0.08 Hz. i-V curves were recorded both in fuel cell (FC) and electrolysis (EC) mode and as function of the gas composition. For FC mode, the minimum voltage limit was set to 650 mV while for EC mode the curve maximum voltage was set to 1350 mV. The i-V curves were recorded in 3 parts with step sizes of firstly 0.25 A, followed by 0.5 A in the linear region and finally 0.25 A. The step size of 0.25 A was maintained until either the current or voltage threshold was reached.

The electrochemical durability testing of the cells was carried out in co-electrolysis mode with 65% H2O+ 25% CO2+10% H2 in the fuel feed corresponding to 23% CO2 + 2% CO + 8% H2 + 67% H2O equilibrium composition. Cell B was tested galvanostatically at 0.75 A/cm2 and 750 °C. The fuel utilization was fixed at 48.7% for galvanostatic operation. Cell C was operated under the similar and constant gas composition, potentiostatically at 1.2 V and 750 °C. The reactor utilization changed with the current during operation, starting from 38.5% and ending at 20.6%. Analysis of the impedance data was performed using the software Ravdav.

Post-test analysis of the cells was performed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Polished cross-sections along the hydrogen/steam flow path from inlet to outlet were prepared for all cells. The cell microstructure was examined using a Supra-35 scanning electron microscope equipped with a field emission gun (FE-SEM, Carl Zeiss) and an energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS, Thermo Electron Corporation). For SEM imaging, low voltage (LV) SEM through an In-lens detector and an accelerating voltage of 1 keV was employed. The samples were embedded in epoxy and carbon coated to avoid charging of the sample surface and to ensure a grounded connection. Fractured samples were prepared from hydrogen inlet to outlet and were carbon coated for analysis. In-lens and SE detectors were used at 5 keV to investigate the surface morphology of these samples.

Results and Discussion

Three SOA cells were characterized and the initial performance under the conditions for co-electrolysis i.e., 65% H2O+25% CO2+10% H2 at fuel electrode with oxygen at the oxygen electrode at 750 °C are compared in Figure 1. It was of interest to test cells at nominal temperature given by the supplier as well as aimed at by the project (EU-Eco). The OCV values are very similar to the other cells at higher current densities, and hence the operating point for long-term operation was chosen within the window where the cells exhibited more similar behavior.

It is particularly of interest to operate the cell in potentiostatic mode and it is desirable to operate the cell at thermoneutral voltage (1.33 V for the given gas composition). However, for the cells in this study, such an operating voltage would yield high current densities of approximately 1 A/cm2 (See Figure 1), which may result in significant degradation. From the i-V curves shown in Figure 1, similar performance can be assumed while operating at 0.75 A/cm2 for cells A and B, which corresponds to 1.2 V for Cell C. This operating voltage was therefore chosen for the potentiostatic test and the corresponding current density for the galvanostatic test. Cell A was used as reference for the micro structural analysis (See Figure 1).

Electrochemical Analysis

Cell-B was tested galvanostatically at 0.75 A/cm2 for 1055 hours. The evolution of cell voltage and current density can be seen in Figure 2a. The increase of cell voltage was fast in the initial 200 hours of operation with a degradation rate of 0.7 mV/h (58%/1000 h). Later on, during the durability test, there was a slower increase of the cell voltage. In the last 855 hours of operation, the degradation rate was 0.13 mV/h (10%/1000 h).

Cell C was tested potentiostatically at 1.2 V for 1005 hours and the evolution of the cell voltage and current density over the testing period can be seen in Figure 2b. Here, the initial current density at the start of durability test was lower than that of Cell B (see double headed arrow on Figure 2b). The polarization resistance of Cell C (potentiostatic test) was larger than in the case of Cell B (galvanostatic test) when the durability test was started (Figure 6), although the initial values should have been similar when looking at the first iV curves (Figure 1) that were the basis for the selection of operating current and voltage in these two tests. Obviously, Cell C had already experienced some degradation between this first iV curve and the starting of the durability test with the starting Rp almost double of the Cell B. Like in the case of galvanostatic testing, a rapid decrease of the current density was observed in the initial 200 h of testing which corresponds to a degradation rate of 17.2 mA/h (181%/1000 h). The decrease of current for the remainder of the test was much smaller, with a cell degradation rate of 1.3 mA/h (14%/1000 h) during the last 805 h of operation. In the initial 200 hours of durability testing, the cells degrade faster and the degradation rates typically decrease with increasing operation times. This behavior has been observed on different types of state-of-the-art cells. Typically, degradation rates are given in change of cell voltage per 1000 h. Under potentiostatic conditions, the changing parameter is the current density and the degradation rate was therefore calculated as change of this parameter. However, these two parameters cannot be compared directly. To make a better comparison of the cell degradation in both modes of operation, area specific resistances (ASR) were calculated directly.
Figure 2. Current density and cell voltage evolution as function of time during the (a) galvanostatic operation of Cell B, (b) potentiostatic testing of Cell C with 65%H₂O + 25%CO₂ + 10%H₂ supplied to the fuel electrode compartment and O₂ supplied to the oxygen electrode at 750°C.

calculated using the following equation:

\[ ASR = \frac{OCV - U}{I} \]  

where, \( OCV \) is the open circuit voltage determined through the Nernst equation, \( U \) is the cell voltage, and \( I \) is the current density.

The OCV value obtained just before starting the durability testing was used for ASR calculations. The OCV before and after the test were recorded as having the same values, for each cell, thus justifying using the initial OCV for ASR calculations.

In Figure 3, the ASR values as calculated according to Equation 1 are plotted as a function of time, for both galvanostatic and potentiostatic test. From the slope of the ASR curves, it is evident that the cells degrade at a significantly higher rate during the first 200 h (right axis in Figure 3) of operation, as mentioned earlier in this work. After the initial 200 hours, the ASR increases with a slower rate until it becomes more stable. The ASR value increased with around 9%/1000 h for cell B tested under galvanostatic mode and around 14%/1000 h for cell C tested under potentiostatic mode during the first 200 hours. For the remainder of the testing time, the ASR evolution is similar in both modes, approximately 2%/1000 h. Thus, the observed trend for ASR degradation confirms the observations from following the cell voltage in galvanostatic mode and the current density in potentiostatic mode over time (see Figure 2). It allows though for a better direct comparison of the two operating modes, which under the applied conditions lead to similar overall degradation rates.

EIS were recorded under operation to achieve a more detailed understanding of the degradation processes within the SOEC. In Figure 4, Nyquist plots for Cell B under galvanostatic testing at 0.75 A/cm² are shown for selected operating times. It can be clearly seen that in the first 200 hours of operation the serial resistance (Rs) remained constant while Rp increased rapidly (twice as initial, compare also to Figure 6). During the remainder of the durability test, both Rs and Rp increased. In the last 200 hours, however, the increase of ASR of the whole cell is marginal and the cell seems to stabilize. In case of galvanostatic testing, gas conversion remained the same due to constant current density.

In Figure 5, similar plots for the cell impedance during the test at 1200 mV are plotted for Cell C. It is interesting to note that Rs remained constant over the whole testing period. Like in the case of galvanostatic testing, the increase of Rp was higher in the initial 200 hours. Rp doubled in the first 200 hours, as seen from Figure 5. In the last 200 hours, the polarization resistance increased only slightly suggesting a stabilization of the cell performance.

In order to get a more detailed information about the degradation mechanisms, the trends of serial (Rs) and polarization (Rp) resistances for the cells tested galvanostatically and potentiostatically were calculated from EIS under operation (see Figure 4). It should be noted that the polarization resistance for Cell C was significantly higher than that of Cell B at the start of durability test although initial values were similar as obtained from Figure 1. Cell C had already experienced certain degradation between this first iV curve (see Figure 1) and the starting of the durability test with the starting Rp almost double of the Cell B. In addition, cell-to-cell variation can be one of the reasons for the difference in polarization resistance. As indicated by broken lines in Figure 6, the behavior of both serial and polarization resistances is similar in both modes in the initial 200 hours; Rs remained constant while Rp displayed a rapid increase. In the initial 200 hours, similar degradation mechanisms are therefore suggested. After this initial period, the degradation of the cells shows different Rs and Rp trends under the different operating modes. For the galvanostatic test, Rs increased for the rest of the durability test while it remained constant for the potentiostatic test. A significant increase of Rs was previously
observed under conditions of high current densities/over potentials at the fuel electrode. From the results in the current study, it is suggested that running co-SOEC in potentiostatic mode seems to prevent this severe degradation mechanism from occurring because the current density is decreasing during testing below a critical value. In that way, the cell is "protected" from this specific degradation mechanism.

To analyze the change of the cell performance, i-V curves recorded before the beginning and after the end of durability testing are compared in Figure 7 and Figure 8. For Cell B, there is a clear change of the slope of the curves before and after testing (see Figure 7), representing an increase of the cell ASR. Regarding 1.3 V as the reference, before testing a current density of 0.95 A/cm² was observed while after the 1000 hours of testing, the current density significantly decreased to 0.6 A/cm². However, no fuel starvation is observed in the i-V curves, i.e. no bending of the i-V curve at high current density over the measured range.

In Figure 8, i-V curves before and after 1000 hours of Cell C under potentiostatic testing are plotted. After testing the degradation of the cell ASR is also significant. Taking 1.3 V as reference, at the start of the test a current density of 0.9 A/cm² was observed which decreased to 0.45 A/cm² at the end of durability testing.

To further identify the degradation mechanism pertaining to the individual electrodes, analysis of EIS spectra using distribution of relaxation times (DRT) was performed. To assign single electrode processes to a specific frequency or frequency range in the DRT, a gas shift analysis was done on both electrodes at OCV prior to and after the durability tests. To identify the process(es) related to the fuel electrode, change of the steam content at the fuel electrode was performed while keeping the gas on the oxygen electrode unchanged and the DRT plots were compared. Similarly, to identify the process(es) related to the oxygen electrode a change from oxygen to air was made while the fuel electrode gas composition was kept constant. These plots are displayed in Figure 9. DRT analysis is performed on the EIS measured...
process (1–10 kHz) and medium frequency process (100–1000 Hz). It is to be noted that medium frequency process has a contribution from the oxygen electrode as well. The DRT analysis shows an increase of processes for both electrodes by a factor of 3–4 (see processes 3 and 4 in Figure 10a), while the high frequency arc (see process 5 in Figure 10a) itself increased by a factor of 4, approximately as compared to the initial ASR. Previous studies have indicated the loss of percolation of Ni network to be one of the major causes for the Ni-YSZ active electrode degradation.13–15,30 This phenomenon will be investigated in the microstructural analysis. Additionally, in galvanostatic testing, an increase of Rs was also observed (see Figure 6), delamination of the layers is therefore suggested since this would affect both serial and polarization resistance.15,31

For the case of potentiostatic testing, it is obvious that the serial resistance remained constant, while the polarization resistance increased significantly. Further, DRT of the polarization resistance points toward both fuel electrode and oxygen electrode degradation at the frequency range of 500–10000 Hz. The increase of the ASR through DRT is in the order of 2–2.5 times the initial. The process 4 in Figure 10b degraded more significantly as compared to the test at galvanostatic conditions.

For some degradation mechanisms, electrode overpotentials were discussed as major parameter.14 In this study the overpotential of the whole cell including the electrolyte was considered. The overpotential of the cells under durability testing was calculated for the tests in this study as:

\[
O_p = V - OCV
\]

where, Op is the cell overpotential, V is the cell voltage, OCV is the open circuit voltage.

These values are displayed in Table II.

### Table I. Assignment of single electrode processes in the SOEC as a result of initial fingerprint EIS analysis using DRT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. in Figure 9</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Relaxation frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Gas conversion</td>
<td>1–3 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Diffusion</td>
<td>30–50 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Fuel and oxygen electrode</td>
<td>100–1000 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Fuel and oxygen electrode, TPB processes</td>
<td>1–8 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Fuel electrode, oxygen ion transport</td>
<td>18–20 kHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. i-V curves for Cell B before and after galvanostatic durability testing with 65%H2O+25%CO2+10%H2 supplied to the fuel electrode compartment and O2 supplied to the oxygen electrode compartment at 750 °C.

Figure 8. i-V curves for Cell C before and after potentiostatic durability testing with 65%H2O+25%CO2+10%H2 supplied to the fuel electrode compartment and O2 supplied to the oxygen electrode compartment at 750 °C.

Figure 9. DRT during initial fingerprint (OCV) for Cell C (a) temperature shift (b) fuel electrode gas shift (b) oxygen electrode gas shift.
Figure 10. EIS and DRT—before and after (a) galvanostatic testing, (b) potentiostatic testing at OCV with 65%H₂O + 25%CO₂ + 10%H₂ supplied to the fuel electrode compartment and O₂ supplied to the oxygen electrode compartment at 750°C.

Table II. Overpotential at the beginning and end of durability testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Overpotential at the beginning of test</th>
<th>Overpotential at the end of test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Galvanostatic</td>
<td>303 mV</td>
<td>552 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potentiostatic</td>
<td>329 mV</td>
<td>328 mV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regardless of the difference of the current density at the beginning of the test in both modes, and thereby the ASR, the overpotential for both modes are comparable, as it was aimed at. For the galvanostatic test of Cell B, the overpotential for the cell increased by a magnitude of 250 mV. Interestingly, since the conversion arc remains constant, the overpotential can be clearly attributed to the electrode processes as displayed in Figure 10a. Both oxygen and fuel electrode contribute to the increase of overpotential. However, an extra contribution from the fuel electrode is seen at high frequency which can result from the increasing overpotential.

For the potentiostatic test of Cell C, the start and the end of the test have similar overpotential. This is as expected since the potential of the cell is kept constant in potentiostatic mode while the current density decreases over the time, from 0.59 A/cm² to 0.32 A/cm² over the 1000 hours of testing. The attribution of electrode contributions to the degradation is more complex than in the case of galvanostatic operation since the gas conversion is different at the start and end of the test. The DRT results indicate that both electrodes are degrading as seen from Figure 10b. The difference of degradation mechanisms compared to the galvanostatic test is seen by the high frequency arc attributed to the fuel electrode which is constant throughout the potentiostatic test.

Microstructural Analysis

To complement the electrochemical results, Cells A, B, and C were analyzed with the help of a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). The cells were investigated at 1 keV under In-lens detector to visualize the percolating Ni network. Porous, YSZ and non-percolating Ni are seen as dark particles in In-lens images, while percolated Ni particles appear as bright spots. Complementary Secondary electron (SE-2) images are also shown to better visualize the phases present in the samples.

Figure 11. (a) In-lens and (b) SE-2 SEM images taken from the reference Cell A.

By comparing the Ni particles in SE-2 images to that in the In-lens, the loss of percolation can be estimated.

In all SEM figures (Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure 13), the oxygen electrode (LSCF-CGO) is on top, followed by the CGO barrier layer, the YSZ electrolyte and the Ni-YSZ active layer and support layer for the fuel electrode at the bottom. The bright particles shown in the

Figure 12. (a) In-lens and (b) SE-2 SEM images taken from H₂ outlet of Cell B after galvanostatic test.
In-lens images are the percolating Ni particles, while the non-percolating (isolated) Ni particles appear to be dark.

When compared with the reference cell in Figure 11, Ni seems to percolate to a lesser degree in the galvanostatically tested cell (specified with marker in Figure 12a). Fuel electrode degradation was concluded from the electrochemical analysis, which is thus confirmed by the percolation images taken from cell pieces at the gas outlet in Figure 12. A loss of active TPBs seems thus responsible for the observed degradation.14,24,25 The images are representative of the cell in general, even though only the image from the H2 outlet is shown. In addition, a gap is observed at the cell piece close to the gas outlet, at the interface of CGO and YSZ layers in the SE-2 image clearly (see marker on Figure 12b). The delamination can have occurred during test (as there was an increase of the serial resistance) or in the post test preparations on spots that were weakened during the test.

In Figure 13, images were taken at cell pieces from fuel electrode outlet of the Cell C where it is clearly observed that the cell is cracked from oxygen electrode, through the inter-diffusion barrier layer, the electrolyte and into the active fuel electrode (see marker on Figure 13b). The contrast in phases is not clearly visible. However, looking at the complementary In-lens image (see marker figure 13a) it is observed that the particles in the vicinity of the cracks are no longer percolating, and it is probable that locally oxidation of Ni has taken place. To analyze the onset of cracks, OCV values are compared at the beginning and the end of the durability test. The OCV values were similar (see Figure 8) and therefore it is probable that the crack did not occur during the durability testing.

Once the durability test was completed, the cell was characterized with varying gas compositions on both fuel and oxygen electrode as described in the Experimental section prior to cooling down the cell. During this characterization, a sudden increase of ASR was observed along with a change of the temperature at high steam content of over 80%. We assume that the cracks started to appear from the active fuel electrode vertically through the cell from this point onwards. This further leads to a drop of OCV at high steam conditions and co-electrolysis when compared to the initial fingerprint. Hence, the cracks are not a consequence of the long-term test.

It was desirable to investigate the percolation of the Ni particles in other parts of the cell, where the cell was not cracked completely, and the layers were in adhesion. In Figure 13c, percolation of Ni particles is observed through 3In-lens images at 1 keV. At the active fuel electrode at 20kX magnification, the network of particles right next to the electrolyte (see top of the image) seem to be percolating. Hence, no considerable loss is observed adjacent to the electrolyte in the active fuel electrode. As mentioned earlier, Ni percolation is representative of the whole cell i.e., similar behavior was observed in different locations of the cell from H2 inlet to outlet.

In contrast to the observations after testing in galvanostatic mode, no cracks along the YSZ/CGO interface were observed after the potentiostatic test, which is in line with the constant serial resistance over time as seen from the EIS.

Conclusions

Two SoA cells were tested for durability in galvanostatic and potentiostatic modes for a comparison of the degradation mechanisms during co-electrolysis of steam and CO2. The overall degradation behaved similarly. There was a faster initial degradation of both cells’ ASR in the initial 200 h followed by a period of slower degradation over the later ca. 800 h of operation. EIS characterization of the cells before and after test showed a degradation of both electrodes. EIS measurements during operation support this finding. A similar behavior of the polarization and the serial resistance occurred in the initial 200 hours with increase of only Rp in both modes, while Rs remained constant. This suggests similar degradation mechanisms. The degradation continued differently after this initial period. In the remaining testing hours, both Rs and Rp increased in the galvanostatic mode while only Rp increased in the potentiostatic mode. The reason for these different long-term degradation mechanisms can be due to the different trends of overpotential over time. While at the start of both tests the overpotentials were similar, the overpotential increased over the time in the galvanostatic mode as the current density was kept constant. On the other hand, the overpotential remained constant in the potentiostatic mode because the voltage was kept constant. Thus, overpotential related degradation mechanisms will not occur to the same extent as in galvanostatic mode. This is also evident from the increase of the high frequency arc attributed to the fuel electrode, which was only observed in the galvanostatic test. In the potentiostatic mode the cell is obviously protected by automatically lowering the current density in the course of degradation and does not reach the critical value for the threshold of such an electrochemical degradation process related to the respective electrodes. SEM analysis indicates loss of percolation of the Ni network at the active fuel electrode in the galvanostatic mode. The study has shown that operating a SoA cell in potentiostatic mode in co-electrolysis is an interesting mode to prevent some causes for degradation.
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